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                    Abstract
Open-content communities that focus on co-creation without requirements for entry have to face the issue of institutional trust in contributors. This research investigates the various ways in which these communities manage this issue. It is shown that communities of open-source software—continue to—rely mainly on hierarchy (reserving write-access for higher echelons), which substitutes (the need for) trust. Encyclopedic communities, though, largely avoid this solution. In the particular case of Wikipedia, which is confronted with persistent vandalism, another arrangement has been pioneered instead. Trust (i.e. full write-access) is ‘backgrounded’ by means of a permanent mobilization of Wikipedians to monitor incoming edits. Computational approaches have been developed for the purpose, yielding both sophisticated monitoring tools that are used by human patrollers, and bots that operate autonomously. Measures of reputation are also under investigation within Wikipedia; their incorporation in monitoring efforts, as an indicator of the trustworthiness of editors, is envisaged. These collective monitoring efforts are interpreted as focusing on avoiding possible damage being inflicted on Wikipedian spaces, thereby being allowed to keep the discretionary powers of editing intact for all users. Further, the essential differences between backgrounding and substituting trust are elaborated. Finally it is argued that the Wikipedian monitoring of new edits, especially by its heavy reliance on computational tools, raises a number of moral questions that need to be answered urgently.
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	Note that West et al. (2012)—an important reference later on in the section on reputation—fails to make this distinction and lumps all OCCs together under one label: Collaborative Web Applications (CWAs).


	Andrea Forte and Cliff Lampe introduce the category of ‘open collaboration projects’ in their introductory piece to a recent special issue of the American Behavioral Scientist about such projects (Forte and Lampe 2013). In my terminology this refers to both co-contributing (2.0) and co-creation (3.0) communities without barriers to entry.


	As a rule, co-created outcomes are licensed to the public with a so-called Creative Commons licence. This aspect, though of crucial importance, does not figure in this article and therefore deserves to be mentioned at least in this footnote.


	Throughout this article I employ the terms entry/admission and access as follows. ‘Entry’ or ‘admission’ refers to being accepted as a participant in the co-creative process; ‘access’ refers to subsequently obtaining permission to carry out various activities associated with the process. Compare the—albeit imperfect—analogy of entering a building through the front door and reaching a hallway (entry, admission), and subsequently gaining access to the various floors (access).


	I do not come back anymore to the topic of ‘netiquette’. It is assumed, by default, that it exists in some form—and is actively maintained and ‘applied’—in textual/pictorial OCCs. Similarly, without mentioning it explicitly, it is assumed, as the default again, that OSS communities are culturally’embedded’ in a hacker ethic.


	Notice that the essential differences between the third and fourth mechanisms of trust management are fleshed out and explored more extensively in the sections that follow, culminating in a more elaborate analysis under the section ‘Collective monitoring within Wikipedia: interpretation’.


	I felt free to use the masculine personal pronoun in the paragraphs above, since almost all developers concerned are male.


	Attempts to write a book collectively (‘networked book’) failed. In this vein several projects were initiated, of which the most famous one was staged by Penguin (dubbed ‘A Million Penguins’), inviting the crowds to produce a book together (2007). In a time span of 5 weeks a ‘wikinovel’ was produced, with some 1,500 people contributing (Pullinger 2012). From our perspective (of trust) the main observation to be made is that, due to the many reactions ultimately verging on vandalism, a team of students had to practise filtering of incoming edits – a hierarchical kind of arrangement that figures later in the main text as well.


	Note that more such general encyclopedias have actually been initiated during the last decade, many of them copying the software of the Wikipedian production model (available as ‘open source’). They are not taken into consideration here since they are either only part-encyclopedia, or carry a distinct ideological message, or have simply not survived.


	The exceptions to this rule either slightly qualify full write-access (Wikinews’ front page), or never introduced it in the first place (Scholarpedia); to be commented on below.


	These observations refer to the English version of Wikipedia. In the remainder of this article, unless specified otherwise, I always refer to that language version—actually the largest of all language versions of Wikipedia.


	Some conditions have been introduced in Wikipedia that qualify write-access for all (WP:UAL). Any user, without an account (‘unregistered’), may read and edit entries (pages). Upon registration, the user may also create new pages. After some time (four days and at least ten edits) the registered user automatically becomes ‘autoconfirmed’, which implies that (s)he may also move pages around and upload files and pictures. Write-access may be said to be ‘complete’ by then. Currently over a million (English) users are autoconfirmed. Let me remark finally, in order to avoid any misunderstanding, that write-access does not only involve the right to add or change text but also to delete text.


	Note the analogy with the division of roles in OSS: observers’ contributions have to be scrutinized by developers before acceptance.


	Based on the likely introduction of this flagged-revisions scheme, some time ago I foresaw a convergence of the designs for open-source software and encyclopedias (de Laat 2010). It has now become clear that this convergence is not taking place.


	As demonstrated in de Laat (2012c), social news sites and citizen journals similarly rely on backgrounding trust: voting schemes push high quality articles to a prominent or visible position—and likewise, relegate low quality contributions to an inconspicuous or invisible position. These sites are not considered here, however, as they are of the 2.0 co-contributing category.


	On a more personal note, let me quote from my own recent experience of vandalism patrolling: words may be inserted (yodolohee, poo, popcorn, peanut butter), substituted (Boeing 747 Dreamliner is changed into Nighmareliner; a hip hop album sales figure is changed from 295,000 to 2,295,000), or whole paragraphs blanked (or replaced by HAHAHA). Vandalist insertions can also be larger, and even be creative. Let me give the example of the entry ‘Heat Pipe’, in the middle of which the following lines were inserted (at 20:42 on 28 February 2013): “A little known fact is that number of Dwarfs actually live inside these pipes and help with constant maintenance, they may need to be replaced at some point in the computers life due to wars between the dwarfs that end with numerous casualties. Treaties have been implemented between the dwarf clans, but they can never live in harmony.”


	An early example of ‘algorithmic power’, to be discussed more fully below.


	In a larger vein not only new edits but also new entries (pages) as a whole are watched constantly. ‘New Pages Patrol’ is a system that signals newly created pages and invites Wikipedians to check whether or not these conform to various criteria (concerning not only vandalism, but also relevance, substance, harassment, advertising, copyright violations, etc.) (WP:NPP). Unwelcome candidates are to be nominated for so-called ‘speedy deletion’. This patrol is intended to eradicate quality problems right from the start.


	In actual fact, as soon as someone’s reputation is too low in relationship to the credibility of a specific edit, endorsing the edit does not increase its credibility at all.


	This model has resulted in a practical tool: the WikiTrust extension (Adler et al. 2008). It continuously calculates the credibility of words in an entry as ‘voting’ continues and assigns colours to them accordingly (ever lighter shades of orange indicate old age). The tool may assist users to focus their efforts on the fresh parts of the text (dark orange).


	A similar experience can be obtained from using the experimental tool wpcvn.com. It presents possible instances of vandalism that occurred over the last hour to its human operators, combined with the ‘karma’ (i.e., reputation) of their authors. Only edits performed by contributors with negative karma are shown. The design thus steers attention to the low-karma-contributors. This tool, however, is no longer working as of January 2014.


	Note that the number of edits to Wikipedia patrolled by means of STiki is also kept track of on a ‘leader board’ – ‘assisted editing’ itself is also subjected to gamification.


	The privilege rotates regularly over the Slashdot population-of-high-repute as a whole, thereby avoiding role fixation.


	Due to operational difficulties this reputational type of engine for STiki is now out of order.


	Notice that I followed Jaques’ convention of exclusive usage of the masculine personal pronoun throughout. Of course, it was 1956 then; nowadays a gender neutral use of pronouns is considered more appropriate.


	This corresponds to the debate about models of how the human mind accepts information: a procedure à la Spinoza versus a procedure à la Descartes (Gilbert et al. 1990).


	Giving ample references here would take me too far afield, but let me just mention two of them. For access control, cf. O’Connor and Loomis (2010); for anti-intrusion systems, cf. Scarfone and Mell (2007).


	Another comparison of an epistemological kind can be drawn. The Wikipedian monitoring campaign can be seen as an institutional form of ‘epistemic vigilance’ concerning information communicated by others—as Sperber et al. (2010) coined the term. In our case, such vigilance is not exercised in judicial or scientific institutions (idem: 383), but in the largest open-content encyclopedia of all.
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